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ABSTRACT

Super-resolution is usually posed as areconstructionproblem.
The low resolution input images are assumed to be noisy, down-
sampled versions of an unknown super-resolution image that is to
be estimated. A common way of inverting the down-sampling pro-
cess is to write down the reconstruction constraints and then solve
them, often adding a smoothness prior to regularize the solution.
In this paper, we present two results which both show that there is
more to super-resolution than image reconstruction. We first ana-
lyze the reconstruction constraints and show that they provide less
and less useful information as the magnification factor increases.
Afterwards, we describe a “hallucination” algorithm, incorporat-
ing therecognitionof local features in the low resolution images,
which outperforms existing reconstruction-based algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Super-resolution is the process of combining several low resolu-
tion images to form a higher resolution version. Numerous super-
resolution algorithms have been proposed in the literature, dating
back to the frequency domain approach of Huang and Tsai [10].
The first step is to register the images; i.e. compute the motion of
pixels from one image to the others. We assume that registration
has already been performed and focus on the second step; fusing
the (aligned) low resolution images into a super-resolution image.

Fusion is normally based on the constraints that the super-
resolution image, when appropriately warped and down-sampled
to model the image formation process, should yield the low reso-
lution inputs. Super-resolution is therefore posed as areconstruc-
tion problem. These reconstruction constraints have been used
by numerous authors since first studied by Peleget al. [11] and
can easily be embedded in a Bayesian framework incorporating a
(smoothness) prior on the super-resolution image [4, 14, 9, 7]. Nu-
merous other refinements are also possible. See [2] for examples.

Is that all there is to super-resolution, pose it as a reconstruc-
tion problem, write down the reconstruction constraints, add a
smoothness prior, and then solve? In this paper we present two
complementary results which show that there is far more. First
we analyze the reconstruction constraints. How much informa-
tion do they really provide? If there is no noise, and we have as
many low resolution inputs as we want, could we not recover a
super-resolution image with arbitrary resolution? We show that
this is not the case. If the input images are quantized to 8-bit val-
ues (grey-levels in the range0�255), there are limits on how well
we can reconstruct a super-resolution image [2]. (Ironically, noise
can theoretically be used to increase the number of bits per pixel
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by “averaging,” but the analysis of the noise free case still yields
important insights into super-resolution.) In particular, we show
that for large magnification factors, there is a huge “volume” of so-
lutions to the reconstruction constraints, including numerous very
smooth solutions. The smoothness prior that is typically added to
resolve the ambiguity in the large solution space simply ensures
that it is one of the overly smooth solutions that is chosen.

How, then, can high-magnification super-resolution be per-
formed? Our theoretical results hold for an arbitrary number of
images. Using more low resolution images therefore does not help.
Suppose, however, that the input images contain text. Moreover,
suppose that it is possible to perform optical character recognition
(OCR) andrecognizethe text. If the font can also be determined, it
would then be easy to be perform super-resolution. The text could
be reproduced at any resolution by simply rendering it from the
recognized text and the definition of the font. In the second half
of this paper, we describe a super-resolution algorithm based on
this principle, which we callhallucination [1]. Our hallucination
algorithm, however, is based on the recognition of generic local
“features” (rather than the characters detected by OCR) so that it
can be applied to other phenomena. We have trained our hallu-
cination algorithm separately on both frontal images of faces and
computer generated text. We obtained significantly better results
than traditional reconstruction-based super-resolution algorithms,
both visually and in terms of RMS pixel intensity error.

2. THE RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRAINTS

Denote the low resolution images byLoi(m)wherei = 1; : : : ; N

andm = (m;n) 2 Z2 is a vector containing the pixel coordi-
nates. The continuous image formation equation is then:

Loi(m) = (Ei �PSFi)(m) =

Z
Loi

Ei(x) �PSFi(x�m) dx

(1)
whereEi(�) is the continuous irradiance light-field that would have
reached the image plane ofLoi under the pinhole model,PSFi(�)

is the point spread function of theith camera, andx = (x; y) 2

R2 are coordinates in the image plane ofLoi. We decompose the
point spread function into two components:

PSFi(x) = (!i � ai)(x) (2)

where!i(x) models the blurring caused by the optics andai(x)

models the spatial integration performed by the CCD sensor [3].
Although our analysis is performed for arbitrary!i(x), we do as-
sume a parametric form forai:

ai(x) =

�
1

S2
i

if jxj � Si

2
and jyj � Si

2

0 otherwise:
(3)
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whereSi 2 [0; 1] (since the photosensitive area is not always the
entire pixel because space is needed to read out the charge [3].)

We wish to estimate a super-resolution imageSu(p) where
p = (p; q) 2 Z2. The coordinate frame ofSu is typically defined
by that of one of the low resolution input images, sayLo1(m).
In the introduction we said that we would assume that the input
imagesLoi have been registered with each other, and therefore
with the coordinate frame ofSu. Then, denote the pixel in image
Loi that corresponds to pixelp in Su by ri(p). From now on we
assume thatri(�) is known and constant (unlike, say, [9].)

The integration in Equation (1) is performed over the low res-
olution image plane. Transforming to the super-resolution image
plane ofSu using the registrationx = ri(z) gives:

Loi(m) =

Z
Su

Ei(ri(z)) � PSFi(ri(z)�m) �

���@ri
@z

��� dz: (4)

Now,Ei(ri(z)) is the irradiance that would have reached the im-
age plane of theith camera under the pinhole model, transformed
onto the super-resolution image plane. Assuming thatri(�) is cor-
rect, and that the radiance of the scene is the same for each camera,
Ei(ri(z)) should be the same for alli = 1; : : : N . Denoting this
value byE(z) (the super-resolution irradiance function), we have:

Loi(m) =

Z
Su

E(z) � PSFi(ri(z)�m) �

���@ri
@z

��� dz : (5)

The goal of super-resolution is then to recover (a representation of)
E(z). Doing this requires both increasing the resolution and “de-
blurring” the image; i.e. removing the effects of the convolution
with the point spread functionPSFi(�).

To proceed we need to specify which continuous functionE(z)

is represented by the discrete imageSu(p). The simplest case is
thatSu(p) represents the piecewise constant function:

E(z) = Su(p) (6)

for all z 2 (p � 0:5; p + 0:5] � (q � 0:5; q + 0:5] and where
p = (p; q) 2 Z2 are the coordinates of a pixel inSu. Equation (4)
can then be rearranged to give:

Loi(m) =
X
p

Su(p) �

Z
p

PSFi(ri(z)�m) �

���@ri
@z

��� dz (7)

where the integration is performed over the pixelp; i.e. over(p�
0:5; p+0:5]� (q�0:5; q+0:5]. The super-resolution reconstruc-
tion constraints are therefore:

Loi(m) =
X
p

Wi (m;p) � Su(p) (8)

where:

Wi (m;p) =

Z
p

PSFi(ri(z)�m) �

���@ri
@z

��� dz; (9)

i.e. a set of linear constraints on the unknown super-resolution pix-
elsSu(p), in terms of the known low resolution pixelsLoi(m).
The constant coefficientsWi(m;p) in general depend on both the
point spread functionPSFi(�) and the registrationri(�).

3. ANALYSIS OF THE CONSTRAINTS

We now analyze the super-resolution reconstruction constraints.
The equations depend upon: (1) the point spread functionPSFi(�)

and (2) the registrationri(�). Without any assumptions on these
functions any analysis would be meaningless. If the point spread
function is arbitrary, it can be chosen to simulate the “small pix-
els” of the super-resolution image. Similarly ifri(�) is arbitrary,
it can be chosen (in effect) to move the camera towards the scene
and thereby directly capture the super-resolution image. We there-
fore have to make some assumptions about the imaging conditions.
First we assume that the width of the photosensitive areaS is the
same for all of the cameras. Second, to outlaw motions which ef-
fectively move the camera towards the scene, we assume that the
registration between each pair of low resolution images is a trans-
lation. We therefore assume that the registrations take the form:

ri(z) =
1

M
z+ ci (10)

whereci = (ci; di) 2 R
2 is a constant (which is different for each

low resolution imageLoi), andM > 0 is thelinear magnification
of the super-resolution problem. Incorporating these assumptions
the continuous reconstruction constraints simplify to:

Loi(m) =

Z
Su

Su(z)

M2
� PSFi

�
z

M
+ ci �m

�
dz: (11)

Even given these assumptions, the performance of any super-
resolution algorithm will depend upon the number of input images
N , the exact values ofci, and, moreover, how well the algorithm
can register the low resolution images to estimate theci. Our goal
is to show that super-resolution becomes fundamentally more dif-
ficult as the linear magnificationM increases. We therefore as-
sume that the conditions are as favorable as possible and perform
our analysis for an arbitrary number of input imagesN , with ar-
bitrary values ofci. Moreover, we assume that the algorithm has
estimated these values perfectly. Any results derived under these
conditions will only be stronger in practice.

In [2] we analyzed the reconstruction constraints in three dif-
ferent ways. For lack of space, we just present the most important
result here, the rapid growth of the volume of solutions of the re-
construction constraints as a function ofM .

Why is there a “volume of solutions” anyway? The reason is
that images are always intensity quantized (typically to 8-bit values
in the range 0–255 grey levels.) Suppose thatint[�] denotes the op-
erator which takes a real-valued irradiance measurement and turns
it into an integer-valued intensity. If we incorporate this quantiza-
tion into our image formation model, the reconstruction constraints
in Equation (11) become:

Loi(m) = int

�Z
Su

Su(z)

M2
� PSFi

�
z

M
+ ci �m

�
dz

�
:

(12)
If Su is a finite size image withn pixels, we then have:

Theorem 1 If int[�] is the standard rounding operator which re-
places a real number with the nearest integer, then the volume of
the set of solutions of Equation (12) grows asymptotically at least
as fast as(M � S)2�n (treatingn as a constant and varyingM .)
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No. of Input Images 1 (Original) 4 16 64 256

Linear Magnification �1 �2 �4 �8 �16

Figure 1: Results of the reconstruction-based super-resolution algorithm [9] for increasing magnification factors. The original high-
resolution image (top left) is translated multiple times by random sub-pixel amounts, blurred with a Gaussian, and then down-sampled.
Comparing the images in the right-most column, we see that the reconstruction algorithm does quite well given the very low resolution of
the input. The degradation in performance as the magnification increases from left to right is very dramatic, however.

Proof: First note that the space of solutions is convex since inte-
gration is a linear operation. Next note that one solution of Equa-
tion (12) is the solution to:

Loi(m)� 0:5 =

Z
Su

Su(z)

M2
� PSFi

�
z

M
+ ci �m

�
dz: (13)

The definition of the point spread function asPSFi = !i � ai and
the properties of the convolution give0 � PSFi � 1=S2. There-
fore, adding(M �S)2 to any pixel inSu is still a solution since the
right hand side of Equation (13) increases by at most 1. (The inte-
grand is increased by less than1 grey-level in the pixel, which only
has an area of1 unit.) The volume of solutions of Equation (12)
therefore contains ann-dimensional simplex, where the angles at
one vertex are all right-angles, and the sides are all(M � S)2 units
long. The volume of such a simplex grows asymptotically like
(M � S)2n (treatingn as a constant andM andS as variables).
The desired result follows. 2

This theorem provides an explanation of why the results ob-
tained by most super-resolution algorithms are mixed for high mag-
nification factors. For large magnification factorsM , there is a
huge volume of solutions to the quantized reconstruction constraints
in Equation (12). The smoothness prior which is added to resolve
this ambiguity simply ensures that it is one of the overly smooth
solutions that is chosen. (Of course, without the prior any solution
might be chosen which would generally be even worse.)

To illustrate this point, we conducted an experiment, the re-
sults of which are included in Figure 1. We took a high resolution
image of a face (shown in the top left of the figure) and syntheti-
cally translated it by random sub-pixel amounts, blurred it with a
Gaussian, and then down-sampled it. We repeated this procedure
for several different down-sampling factors;M = 2, 4, 8, and
16. In each case, we generated multiple down-sampled images,
each with a different random translation. We generated enough
images so that there were as many low resolution pixels in total as
pixels in the original high resolution image. For example, we gen-
erated 4 half size images, 16 quarter size images, and so on. We
then applied the (reconstruction-based) algorithms of Schultz and

Stevenson [14] and Hardieet al. [9]. The results for Hardieet al.
[9] are shown in the figure. (The results for Schultz and Steven-
son [14] were very similar and so are omitted.) We provided the
algorithms with exact knowledge of both the point spread function
used in the down-sampling and the random sub-pixel translations
(although a minor modification of the iterative algorithm in [9]
does a very good job of estimating the translation even for the very
low resolution6 � 8 pixel images in the right-most column.) Re-
stricting attention to the right-most column of Figure 1, the results
look very good. The reconstruction-based algorithm is able to do a
decent job of reconstructing the face from tiny input images which
barely resemble faces. On the other hand, the performance gets
much worse as the magnification increases (from left to right.) In
this noise-free synthetic experiment, the best explanation of this
drop-off in performance is Theorem 1. See [2] for more details.

4. RECOGNITION-BASED SUPER-RESOLUTION

Is it possible to perform high magnification super-resolution with-
out the results looking overly smooth? In this section, we describe
an algorithm [1] that uses the information contained in a collec-
tion of recognition decisions (in addition to the reconstruction con-
straints.) Our approach is related to that of [8] who recently, and
independently, proposed a learning framework for low-level vi-
sion, one application of which is image interpolation. Besides be-
ing applicable to an arbitrary number of images, the other major
advantage of our approach is that it uses a prior that is both specific
to the class of object [13] and a set of recognition decisions. The
approach is also somewhat related to [6], in which the parameters
of an “active-appearance” model are used for super-resolution.

We use the (standard) Bayesian formulation of super-resolution
[4, 14, 9, 7] in which super-resolution is posed as finding the max-
imum a posteriori(or MAP) super-resolution image:

argmax
Su

Pr[Su jLoi] = argmin
Su

(� lnPr[Loi j Su]� lnPr[Su]) :

(14)
The first term in this expression� lnPr[Loi j Su] is the (negative
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log) probability of reconstructing the low resolution imagesLoi,
given that the super-resolution image isSu. It is therefore set to be
a quadratic function of the error in the reconstruction constraints.

Our approach is to embed the results of the recognition deci-
sions in arecognition-based prior. Suppose that the outputs of the
recognition decisions partition the set of inputs (i.e. the low resolu-
tion imagesLoi) into a set of subclassesfCi;k j k = 1; 2; : : :g: We
then define arecognition-based prioras one that can be written in
the following form:

Pr[Su] =
X
k

Pr[Su jLoi 2 Ci;k] � Pr[Loi 2 Ci;k]: (15)

In effect, there is a separate prior Pr[Su jLoi 2 Ci;k] for each
possible partitionCi;k. Once the low resolution input imagesLoi
are available, the various recognition algorithms can be applied,
and it can be determined which partition the inputs lie in. The
recognition-based prior Pr[Su] then reduces to the more specific
prior Pr[Su jLoi 2 Ci;k]. This prior can be made more powerful
than Pr[Su] because it can be tailored to the smaller partitionCi;k.

We only have space to sketch our algorithm. The details are
included in other papers [1, 2]. First, we decided to recognize
generic local image features (rather than higher level concepts such
as human faces or ASCII characters) because we want to apply our
algorithm to a variety of phenomena. Motivated by [5] we also de-
cided to use multi-scale features. Then, given a pixel in the low
resolution image that we are performing super-resolution on, we
find (i.e. recognize) a pixel in a collection of training data that is
locally “similar.” By similar, we mean that both the Laplacian and
the image derivatives are approximately the same, at all scales. To
capture this notion precisely, we used the Parent Structure vec-
tor introduced in [5]. Recognition in our hallucination algorithm
therefore means finding the closest matching pixel in the training
data in the sense that the Parent Structure vectors of the the two
pixels are the most similar. This search is, in general, performed
over all pixels in all of the images in the training data. (If we have
frontal images of faces, however, we restrict this search to consider
only the corresponding pixels in the training data. In this way, we
treat each pixel in the input image differently, depending on its
spatial location, similarly to the “class-based” approach of [13].)

For each pixel(m;n) in the input imageLoi, we “recognize”
the pixel that is the most similar in the training data. These recog-
nition decisions partition the inputsLoi into a collection of sub-
classes, as required by the recognition-based prior. We decided
to make the recognition-based prior a function of the gradient be-
cause the base, or average, intensities in the super-resolution im-
age are defined by the reconstruction constraints. It is the high-
frequency gradient information that is missing. Specifically, we
define the recognition-based prior to encourage the gradient of the
super-resolution image to be close to the gradient of the closest
matching training samples. We therefore impose the constraint that
the first derivatives ofSu at each pixel should equal the derivatives
of the closest matching pixel (Parent Structure) in the training data
(separately for each pixel(m;n) in each input imageLoi.)

Both the recognition-based prior (and the reconstruction con-
straints) are linear in the unknown pixels ofSu: (They are however
highly non-linear in the input imagesLoi.) Solving the constraints
is therefore a high-dimensional linear least squares problem. The
relative weights of these constraints are defined by a single param-
eter. We assume that the reconstruction constraints are the more
reliable ones and so set their weighting to be much larger than the
recognition-based prior to make them almost hard constraints.
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Figure 2: A comparison of our hallucination algorithm with the
reconstruction-based super-resolution algorithms of Schultz and
Stevenson [14] and Hardieet al. [9]. We plot the RMS pixel inten-
sity error computed across the 100 image test set against the num-
ber of low resolution input images. Our algorithm outperforms the
reconstruction-based super-resolution algorithms by about 20%.

4.1. Experimental Results on Human Faces

Our experiments for human faces were conducted with a training
set that is a subset of the FERET dataset [12] consisting of 596
images of 278 individuals (92 women and 186 men). In the class-
based approach [13], the input images (which are all frontal) need
to be aligned so that we can assume that the same part of the face
appears in roughly the same part of the image every time. This
alignment was performed by hand marking the location of 3 points,
the centers of the two eyes and the lower tip of the nose. These 3
points define an affine warp, which was used to warp the images
into a canonical96� 128 pixel image.

We used a “leave-one-out” methodology to test our algorithm.
To test on any particular person, we removed all occurrences of
that individual from the training set. We then trained the algorithm
on the reduced training set, and tested on the images of the indi-
vidual that had been removed. Because this process is quite time
consuming, we used a test set of 100 images of 100 different indi-
viduals rather than the entire training set. The test set was selected
at random from the training set. We simulate the multiple slightly
translated images required for super-resolution using the FERET
database by randomly translating the original FERET images mul-
tiple times by sub-pixel amounts before down-sampling them to
form the low resolution input images.

In our first set of experiments we compare our algorithm with
those of Hardieet al. [9] and Schultz and Stevenson [14] enhanc-
ing 24 � 32 pixel images four-fold. In Figure 2 we plot the RMS
pixel error against the number of low resolution inputs, computed
over the 100 image test set. (We compute the RMS error using the
original high resolution image used to synthesize the inputs from.)
We also plot results for cubic B-spline interpolation for compari-
son. Since this algorithm is an interpolation algorithm, only one
image is ever used and so the performance is independent of the
number of inputs. In Figure 2 we see that our hallucination algo-
rithm does outperform the reconstruction-based super-resolution
algorithms, from 1 input image to 25. The improvement is consis-
tent across the number of input images and is around 20%.

In Figure 3 we present some example results enhancing12 �

16 pixel images eight-fold. The input images are barely recogniz-
able as faces and the facial features such as the eyes, eye-brows,
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(a) Input12 � 16 (b) Hallucinated (c) Schultz and
Stevenson

Figure 3: Selected results for12 � 16 pixel images. (The input
consists of 4 low resolution input images.) Notice how sharp the
hallucinated results are compared to the results for the Schultz and
Stevenson [14] algorithm. (The results for Hardieet al. [9] are
similar to those for Schultz and Stevenson and so are omitted.)

and mouths only consist of a handful of pixels. The outputs, al-
beit slightly noisy, are clearly recognizable to the human eye. The
facial features are also clearly discernible. The hallucinated re-
sults are also a huge improvement over the reconstruction-based
algorithms of Schultz and Stevenson [14] and Hardieet al. [9].

4.2. Experimental Results on Text Data

We also applied our algorithm to text data. In particular, we took
the bit-map of a letter and split it into disjoint training and test
samples. (The training and test data therefore contain the same
font, are at the same scale, and the data is noiseless.) The results
are presented in Figures 4. The input in Figure 4(a) is half the
resolution of the original. The hallucinated result in Figure 4(b)
is the best reconstruction of the text, both visually and in terms of
the RMS intensity error. For example, compare the appearance of
the word “was” in the second sentence of the text. The halluci-
nation algorithm also has an RMS error of only 24.5 grey levels,
compared to over 48 for the algorithm of Hardieet al. [9].

5. DISCUSSION

In the first half of this paper we showed that the super-resolution
reconstruction constraints provide less and less useful information
as the magnification factor increases. The major cause of this phe-
nomenon is the spatial averaging over the photosensitive area; i.e.
becauseS is non-zero. The underlying reason that there are lim-
its on reconstruction-based super-resolution is therefore the simple
fact that CCD sensors must have a non-zero photosensitive area in
order to be able to capture a non-zero number of photons of light.

In the second half of this paper we showed that recognition de-
cisions may provide an additional source of information for super-
resolution algorithms. In particular, we developed a “hallucina-
tion” algorithm for super-resolution and demonstrated that this al-
gorithm can obtain far better results than existing reconstruction-
based super-resolution algorithms, both visually and in terms of
RMS pixel intensity error. Similar approaches may possibly be
useful for other reconstruction tasks in image processing.

(a) Input Image. (Just one image is used.)

(b) Hallucinated, RMS Error 24.5

(c) Hardieet al., RMS Error 48.5
Figure 4: The results of enhancing the resolution of a piece of text
by a factor of 2. (Just a single input image is used.) Our hallu-
cination algorithm produces a clear, crisp image using no explicit
knowledge that the input contains text. The RMS pixel intensity
error is also almost a factor of 2 improvement over both of the
reconstruction-based algorithms considered in this paper [14, 9].
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